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Introduction 

This report on Florida's bridge inventory represents a "snapshot" of the ever-changing bridge inventory database.  
Presented here are various ways to view the bridge inventory that are used in the bridge management industry.  
The objective of this report is to inform the public of bridge inventory characteristics and conditions that are used 
to measure progress in managing the inventory, and to present the current state of the bridge inventory. 

This report divides the inventory into groups that are responsible for maintaining (preserving) the bridges.  The 
largest group includes all bridges maintained by the Florida Department of Transportation (FDOT), divided into 
the seven geographic districts and Florida's Turnpike Enterprise.  The next largest maintenance responsibility 
group is that of county governments.  The FDOT hires consulting engineers to inspect and rate county bridges, 
while the responsibility for maintaining the bridges remains with the individual county government.  The next 
maintenance responsibility group includes city and town governments.  Like the county bridges, FDOT hires con-
sulting engineers to inspect most of the city and town maintained bridges.  Maintenance of the remainder of the 
inventory is done by state agencies other than the FDOT, other local agencies, the federal government, railroads, 
private citizens and organizations. Throughout the report the color scheme used above will be used to represent 
FDOT, county, and city and town bridge inventory to better facilitate comparisons.  

This report presents the bridge inventory by various characteristics (number of bridges, age, structure types, and 
deck areas) and conditions (overall structural condition, structurally deficient bridges, posted and closed bridges, 
and functionally obsolete bridges). Simple cost comparisons are also presented for an idea of how much bridge 
inventory the Florida taxpayer benefits from. 

Figure 1: Bridge Inventory by Maintenance Responsibility 
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Number of Bridges 

Currently there are 12,745 bridge structures accounted for in the FDOT Bridge Management System.  The FDOT 
has maintenance responsibility for about 56%. County governments maintain roughly 31%, city and towns main-
tain 10% and the remaining  2.5% are maintained by others (see Figure 1). 

Figure 2: FDOT Bridges by District 
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Age of Bridges 

While the industry is now designing bridges to last for 100 years, most bridges built in the past were designed for 
a service life of 50 years.  Looking at bridge age is the most common and simplest method of forecasting long-
term budget requirements.   This might lead one to conclude that bridges constructed before 1960 are at the end 
of the service life.  Fortunately, advances in material science, design practices, and construction methods, along 
with a generally favorable climate, inspection and maintenance practices have contributed in many bridges func-
tioning well past their original design life, despite the tremendous growth in traffic volume over the years.  The 
strategy of bridge maintenance is to leverage these advances using an aggressive maintenance program to extend 
the useful life of the bridges, thereby minimizing the need to replace a large number of bridges within a short 
time period (see Table 1). 

For the bridges maintained by FDOT, approximately an eighth were constructed prior to 1960, about a third were 
constructed in the 1960's and 1970's, while slightly more than half of Department owned bridges having been 
built since 1980. 

An examination of the distribution of the decade of construction by FDOT District, for the FDOT maintained bridg-
es show that the older bridge populations are concentrated in the rural and older urban areas, as one would ex-
pect.  While expansion and growth in South Florida has led to relatively younger bridge inventories for Districts 4 
& 6, and the Turnpike, one would anticipate that the older bridge inventories, especially in Districts 1 and 2, 
would require a larger share of resources as their bridges reach the end of their service life.  

Table 1: Statewide Inventory by Decade of Construction 
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Figure 3: FDOT Bridges by Decade 
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Figure 4: County Bridges by Decade 
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Figure 5: City/Town Bridge by Decade 
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Types of Bridge Superstructures 

With the exception of historic, gateway, or "signature" bridges, the type of bridge superstructure is generally of 
little interest to most people.  However, the superstructure type is the most common method used by bridge en-
gineers to categorize bridges.  Superstructures are the unsupported component of a bridge that carries the in-
tended loads across the span opening.  Superstructure types are generally described by their structural configura-
tion along with their material of construction. A brief description of some of the broadest “types” of bridge super-
structures is listed below. The material of construction is generally concrete, steel, or timber.  For recording pur-
poses, these superstructure and material types have been reduced to twelve specific categories with a thirteenth 
(other) category for unusual and seldom used superstructure types.  

 

Culverts 

A culvert is typically a buried drainage structure.  When the overall opening of the culvert is at least 20 feet it is 
considered a bridge by the Federal Government, and hence is treated like a bridge for inspection and mainte-
nance purposes.   

 

Slabs 

These would include both Reinforced Concrete Slabs and Prestressed Concrete Slabs.  These superstructure types 
are characterized by having a generally constant, rectangular cross-section using concrete as the main building 
component.  

 

Beams and Girders 

Most of the bridges in Florida can be considered as beam or girder bridges. These superstructure types are com-
posed of either singular or groups of individual linear elements positioned either in the direction of traffic or 
transverse to the direction of traffic.  The categories used for this type include Reinforced Concrete Beam, Pre-
stressed Concrete Beam, Steel Beam, Timber Beam, Reinforced Concrete Box, Prestressed Concrete Box, Steel 
Box, and Movable Spans.   

 

Trusses 

The members of a truss work in either tension or compression.  Bending is assumed not to occur in this type of 
bridge superstructure.  The external loads from the deck and traffic are applied only at the joints of a truss. 

 

Movables 

The general classification known as movable bridge includes the specific superstructure type describing the way it 
moves.  This could be either a bascule, swing, or lift bridge.  The movable bridge can either stand alone, or include 
fixed approach spans.   

 

NOTE: For graphing purposes reinforced concrete is abbreviated as RC and prestressed concrete as PSC. 
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Table 2: Statewide Inventory by Superstructure Type 

Figure 6: Bridges by Superstructure Type 
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Figure 7: FDOT Bridges by Superstructure Type 
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Figure 8: County Bridges by Superstructure Type 
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Figure 9: City/Town Bridges by Superstructure Type 
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NOTE: Due to their small quantities in the inventory Timber, Reinforced Concrete Boxes, Prestressed Concrete Boxes, and Truss 
bridges are not included in the graphical representations of this data. 

Figure 10: Superstructure Types by Deck Area and Decade of Construction 
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Deck Area of the Bridge Inventory 

Most bridges are one-of-a-kind structures.  However, to simplify categorizing and evaluation, a method often 
used to compare bridges relies on the area of the deck or riding surface.  Rather than listing bridges individually, 
this method groups bridges in ranges based on total deck area.  Table 5 presents these deck area ranges by 
maintenance responsibility. 

 

FDOT Bridges Statewide 

The figure below presents bridges grouped by the deck area ranges (culverts and other miscellaneous structures 
are not included in this group).  A little over 10% of FDOT bridge are 5,000 sq. ft. or less compared to roughly a 
quarter of state owned bridges having deck areas greater than 20,000 square feet. 

 

County and City/Town Bridges 

As one might expect, bridges maintained by county governments are generally smaller than those maintained by 
FDOT.  The two thirds of statewide county bridges under 5,000 square feet while only about 7% of their bridges 
are over 20,000 sq. ft. For City/Town maintained bridges the percentage jumps all the way to almost 75% of bridg-
es less than 5,000 square feet. 

Table 3: Statewide Bridges by Deck Area 
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Figure 11: Total FDOT Bridge Deck Area Built by Decade 
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Figure 12: Statewide Deck Areas 
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Figure 13: FDOT Bridge Deck Areas 
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Figure 14: County Bridge Deck Areas 
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Figure 15: City/Town Bridge Deck Areas 
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Overall Structural Condition 

Maintenance and repair activities performed in a timely manner keeps bridges in good condition, avoids more 
expensive repair or replacement costs in the future, and ensures that the bridges are safe for use by the public.  
The identification of bridge work needs generally begins with the bridge inspection.  Like most states, Florida's 
bridge inspection program began in the late 1960's. Areas of emphasis have changed and expanded as new prob-
lems became apparent, as newer bridge types became more common, and as these newer bridges aged enough 
to require corrective actions.  Guidelines for inspection condition rating have evolved to increase uniformity and 
consistency of inspections and today's program is much larger in scope than it’s original version.  Data collected 
from bridge inspections is critical to determine the most cost effective mix of preventive maintenance, routine 
maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, replacement, and other actions over the life of the bridges. 

 

Although bridges contain many separate elements they are grouped into three major components: the deck, 
which supports vehicles or pedestrians; the superstructure which supports the deck; and the substructure which 
functions to transfer the superstructure loads to the ground. Bridge inspectors assign a numerical condition 
rating to each of the components, from 0 being the worst to 9 being the best.  The Overall Condition Rating for a 
bridge represents the component with the lowest rating.   

 

The ratings are also divided into four categories.  

• Excellent  ≥ 8 

• Good  = 6 to 7  

• Fair  = 5  

• Poor  ≤ 4 

 

Bridge culverts use the same scale, except there is only one overall component.  When a channel is present a sim-
ilar rating system is also used; channel ratings are not presented in this report. 

 

Approximately 95% of the FDOT maintained bridges are in excellent or good condition. The percentage for other 
ownership groups are:  79% for County bridges, 82% for City/Town bridges, and 74.17% for Other Agencies. 
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Figure 16: Bridge Condition by Maintenance Responsibility 
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Figure 17: Condition of FDOT Maintained Bridges 
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Figure 18: Condition of County Maintained Bridges 
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Figure 19: Condition of City/Town Maintained Bridges 
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FHWA Bridge Performance Measures 

In compliance with the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) mandate for all states, the FDOT created and im-
plemented a Transportation Asset Management Plan (TAMP).  Part of the TAMP is to identify the statewide aver-
age condition of all bridges on the National Highway System.  This condition is divided into three groups called 
“Good”, “Fair”, and “Poor”.  The conditions use the National Bridge Inventory (NBI) rating system explained in the 
prior subsection.  The condition group, Good, is defined as bridges with an overall NBI condition rating of 7 or 
above. The condition group, Fair, is defined as bridges with an overall NBI condition rating of 5, or 6. And Poor is 
defined as an overall condition rating of 4 or less.  

The performance measures required in the TAMP are:  

1) Percentage of bridges on the NHS, measured by total deck area,  with an overall condition rating of 
Good (as defined above);  

2) Percentage of bridges on the NHS, measured by total deck area,  with an overall condition rating of 
Poor (as defined above). 

Table 4 shows the results of these measures for each district, the Turnpike, and overall statewide values. 

Table 4: FHWA Performance Measures 
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Structurally Deficient Bridges 

Following FHWA's definition of structurally deficient (SD) bridges FDOT can identify bridges that need to be moni-
tored and/or repaired.  A bridge can have structural deterioration but not be considered structurally deficient, 
mostly due to the material safety factors and conservatism inherent in bridge design practices.  The FHWA defines 
a structurally deficient bridge to have a poor rating (as defined above) for the deck, superstructure, or substruc-
ture component, or culvert.  Additionally, if the bridge is weight restricted to traffic it is also considered to be 
structurally deficient.  FDOT's work program requires that structurally deficient bridges, once identified, have cor-
rective actions (repair, rehabilitation, or replacement) initiated within six years. The fact that a bridge is 
"structurally deficient" does not imply that it is likely to collapse or that it is unsafe. If the condition deteriorates 
to a point where safety is a concern the bridge will be closed to the public.  

Currently less than 4% of the overall bridge inventory are considered structurally deficient with roughly 64% being 
under county responsibility.  FDOT has maintenance responsibility of about 14% of the SD bridges in the state.   
Refer to Figure 21 for a presentation of structurally deficient bridges, by district, for each of the maintenance  
group.   

Table 5: Statewide Structurally Deficient Bridges 

Figure 20: SD by Maintenance Responsibility 
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Figure 21: SD Bridges by District 
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Posted and Closed Bridges 

The operational status of a bridge indicates whether the bridge is open to all traffic, closed to all traffic, or posted 
for some sort of traffic restriction.  Posting restrictions generally refer to gross vehicular weights of truck traffic and 
it typically caused by the inability of individual bridge members to adequately carry the applied legal loads.  The 
inability to carry these loads can be the result of either advanced structural deterioration with loss of material 
strength, obsolete member proportions, or a combination of these two factors.  Older bridges were typically de-
signed for smaller loads than today's standards would require, and as a result, the member sizes are often smaller 
than what would be designed today.  Like structurally deficient bridges, posted bridges receive the highest priority 
in the FDOT Bridge Work Plan. Construction to replace the bridge or rehabilitation to strengthen the bridge must 
be initiated within six years from the time the posting requirement is first determined. 

There are currently 892 posted or closed bridges in Florida, with County Governments having maintenance re-
sponsibility for over two-thirds of the total.  City and Town Governments are responsible for the maintenance of 
about a quarter of the total, while the FDOT is typically responsible for less than 2% of the posted or closings. The 
number of posted County bridges is much greater than the number of structurally deficient County bridges, which 
indicated that the majority of County bridge posting restrictions are caused by obsolete design, rather than ad-
vanced structural deterioration. 

Figure 22: Posted and Closed Bridges by Maintenance Responsibility 
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Figure 23: Posted and Closed County Bridges by District 
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Figure 24: Posted and Closed City/Town Bridges by District 
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Functionally Obsolete Bridges 

Again using FHWA definitions FDOT can identify functionally obsolete (FO) bridges.  Functional obsolescence 
attempts to appraise the level of service a bridge provides in relation to the level of service for the highway the 
bridge is located on.  A functionally obsolete bridge is one that was built to standards that are not used today. 
Typically they are bridges that do not have adequate lane widths, shoulder widths, or vertical clearances to serve 
current traffic demand, or those that may be occasionally flooded. These bridges are not automatically rated as 
structurally deficient, nor are they inherently unsafe.  
 

The following five criteria determine the FO status:  

1) Deck Geometry — the curb-to-curb width of the bridge deck as it relates to number of traffic lanes, traffic vol-
ume, and highway classification  

2) Vertical and Horizontal Under Clearances — unrestricted clearances as related to highway classification 

3) Approach Roadway Alignment — the inspector's subjective appraisal of the need to reduce vehicle operating 
speed as the bridge is approached from the highway 

4) Structural Evaluation — Considers the numerical condition ratings for the deck, superstructure, or substruc-
ture bridge component, or for the culvert; load carrying capacity; and traffic volume 

5) Waterway Adequacy — The inspector's subjective appraisal of the bridge site's ability to accommodate the 
flow of flood water 

 

Currently about 13% of the total bridge inventory is considered functionally obsolete. The FDOT has maintenance 
responsibility for over 44% of all FO bridges (see Figure 26).  Refer to Figure 27 for a presentation of functionally 
obsolete bridges, by district, for each of the three maintenance groups. 

 
NOTE: The term Functionally Obsolete is no longer recognized by the FHWA but is presented herein for historical purposes. 

Table 6: Statewide Functionally Obsolete Bridges 
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Figure 25: FO Bridges by Maintenance Responsibility 

Figure 26: State-owned FO Bridges by District 
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Conclusion 

One of FDOT’s main goals is the protection of the public's investment in transportation and bridges represent a 
significant portion of that investment. To best do this FDOT inspects, load rates, repairs, rehabilitates, and replac-
es bridges in addition to on-going routine maintenance activities. An awareness and understanding of the state of 
the bridge inventory can be used to help identify performance goals, establish resource requirements, and meas-
ure progress on meeting the above goals. Through aggressive preventive maintenance, the strategy is to leverage 
advances in material science, design practices, and construction methods to extend the useful life of the bridges, 
thereby minimizing the need to replace a large number of bridges within a short time period.  The challenge is to 
determine the most cost effective mix of preventive maintenance, routine maintenance, repair, rehabilitation, 
replacement, and other actions over the life of the bridges. With nearly half of the state’s bridge inventory having 
been built prior to 1980 aging bridges will become a concern in the future. 

 

Florida's bridges are generally in good condition, with those maintained by the FDOT in better condition than 
those maintained by local governments or others.   The most serious threat to bridges in Florida is the corrosion 
of steel reinforced concrete substructures in coastal regions.  Much has been learned in recent years about corro-
sion in marine environments, affecting material specifications and design practices that helps new bridges built 
today.  However, the older bridges in the coastal regions are beginning to require careful evaluation and exten-
sive corrective actions.  On-going research will continue to provide useful information to help meet this challenge.  
Other challenges include:  confronting the increasingly extensive environmental and public health issues related 
to protective coatings for steel bridges with lead based paint; completing the statewide bridge scour evaluation 
program to identify scour critical bridges (bridges that could fail during floods) and to provide scour countermeas-
ures as corrective action where required; to stay on top of movable bridge maintenance and rehabilitation; and to 
improve preventive maintenance on the large population of bridges built during the 1960's and 1970's.  

Comments on this report should be directed to: 

Bruno Vasconcelos 

FDOT Office of Maintenance 

Telephone: (850) 410-5808 

E-mail:   Bruno.Vasconcelos@dot.state.fl.us 
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Appendix 1: 

Tables Used for Graphs 

Found in the following section are the tables used for the creation of the graphs found throughout the 
report. The tables are presented separately to declutter the report but are kept in their own section for 
transparency, clarity, and completion. Some bridge maintenance groups have very insignificant numbers 
of bridges relative to the entirety of the statewide inventory and those totals are best expressed in the 
complete tables. 
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Table 7: Statewide Bridge Inventory by Decade of Construction 
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Table 8: Statewide Bridge Inventory by Deck Area 
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Table 9: Overall Statewide Bridge Condition 
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Table 10: Statewide Posted and Closed Bridges 
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Table 11: Statewide Bridge Deck Area by Superstructure Type 

Table 12: Statewide Bridge Deck Area by Decade of Construction 


